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Big Changes come to Asian Committee in 2007

I am pleased to announce that the Asian Committee is undergoing dramatic changes.  We have teamed up with the
Sport Management Department at the State University of New York, College at Cortland.  Under the direction of
David Snyder, who will now serve as committee vice chair and newsletter editor, a group of SUNY Cortland students

and faculty members will now produce the research committee newsletter.

David and his colleges have an exciting vision for the newsletter.  The old format will be replaced by a journal-style
publication.  As we all know, American fans’ interest in Asian baseball is growing in leaps and bounds.  The Japanese
victory and the remarkable success of the Korean team in the World Baseball Classic and the number of high quality
Asian players coming to the Major Leagues has piqued many fans interest in organized baseball in the Far East.  Despite
the numerous newspaper articles and Web sites now covering Asian baseball, there is no single place where researchers
can disseminate their work.  That place will now be the SABR Asian Research Committee Newsletter.

The SUNY Cortland team has already begun work on the next 2007 newsletter
that will follow the new format.  Future issues will include summaries and updates
of SABR member projects, interviews with present and past players, statistical
summaries, book reviews and feature articles.  I urge you all to submit research
summaries or articles for the new-style newsletter.

David and I are also discussing joint SABR Asian Committee and SUNY Cortland
meetings featuring both baseball
researchers and former players.  I hope
that by 2008, we can hold the first event.

We also plan to update the Asian baseball committee Web site.  Future plans
include posting the all-time leaders of Korean, Taiwan and Japan on the site.

In other news, based on the survey I sent out in October 2006, I’ve concluded
that there is not enough interest to continue the 1934 Major League Baseball
Tour of Asia project.  We have therefore decided to concentrate on
transforming the newsletter into a first-class publication.

As always are would like to thank the contributors to our newsletter:  Jason
Pan from Taiwan, Michael Westbay from Japan and the SUNY Cortland
students.

I hope that you all participate in this exciting new direction.  Please contact me or David Snyder with comments, ideas,
or submission for the newsletter.

Robert K. Fitts
Chairman, Asian Research Committee
asianbaseball@mindspring.com
212-828-6678

David Snyder
Vice-Chairman, Chairman, Asian Research Committee
snyderd@cortland.edu
607-749-7081
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by Deana M. Lykos

There is a new unique pitch in Major
League Baseball -- the gyroball. The
pitch is mostly related to Japanese
baseball because it was developed by
scientists Ryutaro Himeno and Kazushi
Tezuka. The scientists used advanced
computer technology to determine how
to make the breaking ball a vicious
threat.

What the scientists came up with caused
the baseball have front spin instead of
backspin. It it looks like a fastball, but
it is actually much slower. The pitcher
also  releases toward third base instead
of first base. All these factors cause
even the most experienced of batters to
swing uncontrollably. It is funny how
all these characteristics of the gyroball
mirror the man that throws it with the
most tenacity of any Japanese pitcher.
That pitcher is Daisuke Matsuzaka, and
in 2007 he will suit up for the first time
as a member of the Boston Red Sox,
and more importantly Major League
Baseball.

To understand Matsuzaka’s great career
in Japanese baseball, one would first
have to understand his high school
years. High school baseball in Japan has
the same effect as college football in
America. Both define the top athletes
and programs of their respected nations.

In 1998, Matsuzaka attended
Yokohama High School. During his
senior year, his baseball team reached
the Koshien Tournament, Japan’s High
School Playoffs. During the first day of
the quarterfinals, Matsuzaka threw 250
pitches in 17 innings and won the game.
For much of the second day, he played
the outfield but could not resist the urge
to pitch. Therefore his coach allowed
him to record the save as a closer to
send Yokohama into the finals. As
incredible as he was in the quarterfinals,
his finals appearance seemed to define
Matsuzaka as the pitcher he continues
to be -- dominant. In the finals he threw
a no-hitter. That no-hitter was only the
second of its kind in Koshien
Tournament history.

Matsuzaka became extremely valuable
in Japan after the Koshien Tournament.
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This led the Seibu Lions to select
Matsuzaka with the first pick overall in
the 1998 Japanese Baseball Draft. As a
part of Japan’s Pacific League, the
Seibu Lions knew they would become
as dominant as the
newly acquired
pitcher, and
M a t s u z a k a
delivered. During
the 1999 season, his
rookie year,
Matsuzaka had a
record of 16-5, 180
innings pitched,
151 strikeouts, 87
walks and an ERA
of 2.60. The gift
Matsuzaka received
from the Lions for
his impeccable
performance was a
trip to Atlanta,
Georgia to watch
the Atlanta Braves
face the New York
Yankees in the
Major League
Baseball World
Series. When
watching this
performance of
America’s pastime
Matsuzaka had set a
new goal: to make it to Major League
Baseball. With a new goal in mind,
Matsuzaka took the Pacific League and
Japanese baseball by storm. Through
2006 Matsuzaka has career numbers as
follows: 108 wins, 60 losses, 1402.2
innings pitched, 1140 hits, 459 earned
runs, 502 walks, 1355 strikeouts and an
ERA of 2.95.

While collecting all these incredible
numbers, Matsuzaka also received
many of Japan’s highest baseball
honors. He captured the 2003 Pacific
League ERA title (2.83), and he won
the Bronze medal with Japan’s national
team in the 2004 Athens Olympic
Games. In 2006 he lead Japan to the
first ever World Baseball Classic world
title. During the WBC, Matsuzaka
pitched an incredible final game versus
Cuba. With the combination of
dominance and a 3-0 performance,
Matsuzaka was named the first ever
MVP of the World Baseball Classic.

It was only after the WBC that America
noticed the Japanese phenom. And soon
Matsuzaka’s dreams of Major League
Baseball came true. MLB teams
drooled at the sight of having such a

dominant and distinctive pitcher on
their squad, and after months of cross
continental trips, meetings, closed door
bids and $52 million, the Boston Red
Sox were awarded the rights to
negotiate with Matsuzaka and his agent
Scott Boras.

What is the secret to the dominance of
Daisuke Matsuzaka? It might be his
ability to throw the gyroball, but he
also throws a fastball, slider, splitter
and change-up with the same motion
of the gyroball. MLB hitters will
probably have difficulty seeing
whether the baseball will dip, spin,
drop or rise. If  Matsuzaka has a
successful 2007 Spring Training in
Fort Myers, Florida, he will have taken
the first step to a successful career in
MLB.

Will he be as dominant in MLB as he
was in Japan? Millions of Red Sox and
Japanese baseball fans around the world
are banking on it.

Daisuke Matsuzaka: Ready To Take On Major League Baseball
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Japan Becomes Champion of the Baseball World
by Taryn Donovan

Japan was crowned the champion of baseball after they won the inaugural World Baseball Classic in March 2006. After a 17-
day tournament that saw games played all over the world in cities such as Tokyo, Arizona, Florida, Puerto Rico, and Southern
California, Japan knocked off Cuba in the final game at PETCO Park in San Diego. The final score was Japan 10, Cuba 6.

The team Japan sent to the World Baseball Classic consisted of prominent starts from both Major League Baseball and
Japanese professional baseball. Japan was viewed as Asia’s most complete team before the start of the tournament. Japan had
a wide variety of players who possessed the ingredients necessary to produce a winning team: speed on the base paths, power
at the plate, and a solid pitching rotation. The Japanese players felt confident in their abilities. Third baseman Akinori Iwamura
told reporters, “This is totally different, such a motivating tournament for us. We have to win every game. I feel that way.”

The road to the title was not an easy one. Japan had to face many difficult opponents from all over the world throughout the
tournament. However, they began proving themselves from Game 1 when they defeated China 18-2. This gave Japan a sense
of added confidence and they carried that with them throughout the rest of the tournament. After their first win, Japan manager
Sadaharu Oh said “I told them they were well-prepared and that we were at our best. I said let’s go and show them we have the
spirit and we are the best in Asia. I believe it, and I am sure all the players do too.”

Japan has certainly proven that they can compete against the best baseball players in the world. Many pieces of equipment
used by the Japanese team throughout the tournament will be on display in Cooperstown, New York at the National Baseball
Hall of Fame. These items include: the spikes worn by manager Sadaharu Oh, team Japan jersey worn by Daisuke Matsuzaka,
team Japan baseball hat worn by Nobuhiko Matsunaka, batting helmet worn by Ichiro Suzuki, and team Japan warm-up jacket
worn by Koji Uehara. Because of Japan’s success in the first World Baseball Classic, they have marked their spot in baseball
history and have shown the world what they really are capable of.

WWWWWorld Baseball Classicorld Baseball Classicorld Baseball Classicorld Baseball Classicorld Baseball Classic
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World Baseball Classic Batting Leaders (minimum 10 AB)
Name Team AB H 2B 3B HR RBI  OBP SLG AVG
Ken Griffey, Jr. USA 21 11 2 0 3 10  .583 1.048 .524
Brett Willemburg RSA 10 5 1 0 0 3 .500 .600 .500
Yoandy Garlobo CUB 25 12 1 0 1 4 .536 .640 .480
Jason Bay CAN 11 5 1 0 0 0  .571 .545 .455
Nicholas Dempsey RSA 11 5 0 0 0 0 .500 .455 .455

World Baseball Classic Pitching Leaders (minimum 10 IP)
Name Team IP W L BB SO SV  ER HR ERA
Chan Ho Park KOR 10.0 0 0 0 8 3 0 0 0.00
Yadel Marti CUB 12.2 1 0 4 11 2 0 0 0.00
Bartolo Colon DOM 14.0 1 0 2 7 0 1 0 0.64
Jae Seo KOR 14.0 2 0 3 8 0 1 1 0.64
Daisuke Matsuzaka JPN 13.0 3 0 3 10 0 2 1 1.38



by John Gilmore

The 2005 Konami Cup was held at the Tokyo Dome November 10 – 13. Billed as the professional championship of Asia, the
league champions from Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and China were invited to participate for 100,000,000 yen is prize money.  The
winner would receive 50,000,000 yen, 2nd place 30,000,000 yen, and 3rd/4th place 10,000,000 yen.  The Cup was played as a
round robin tournament with a championship game between 1st and 2nd place, but no 3rd and 4th place playoff.  Two games
would be played each day with the final day a single championship game. All the games would use the designated hitter.

The league champions from Japan, Korea, and Taiwan were the Chiba Lotte Marines, Samsung Lions, and Sinon Bulls,
respectively.  Though the Beijing Tigers were the league champions of China in 2005, China essentially broke the rules and
sent the Chinese National team instead. This was an unexpected surprise to the Konami Cup organizers who unofficial
expressed their dismay, but allowed the entry.

Game 1 – Taiwan’s Sinon Bulls versus the China National Team

The Thursday morning game started at 11am and was an interesting match of the two Chinas.  Politics entry the Cup immediately
as Taiwan was represented on the scoreboard as the Olmpic flag rather than the Taiwan flag as a concession to China.
Taiwanese fans, however, waved their national flag proudly through the game.

Given the unique round robin format, it would be interesting to see how all the teams would set up their pitching rotations.
Given their best shot to win was against Taiwan, I thought China would start their best pitcher, Wang Wan. Instead, righty Xu
Feng faced the Bulls’ best pitcher, Picota Tenario.  The Panamanian Picota lead the Taiwan league with 16 wins and had a 2.16
ERA, but Xu Feng wasn’t a top starter in China this year.

Xu Feng started strong striking out 4 in the first 3 innings and after 3 innings the score was still 0-0. With his fastball topping
out at 84 mph, and he gave up a run in the 4th and 4 in the 5th when his fastball seemed to lose its movement.  The top of the 6th

he threw two warm-ups and then left with a blister. Lefty Zheng Li relieved for 3 innings giving up 1 run, but it seemed that the
Bulls had a hard time adjusting the slower velocity of his pitches. Side arm righty Zhao Quansheng pitched the 9th as China lost
6-0.

Tenario gave up just 4 hits while striking out 6 in pitching 7 innings of shutout ball. He threw mostly fastballs, but had a good
curve. For China 2nd baseman Liu Guangbioa doubled, singled and reached on a hard hit error versus Tenario.

Taiwan’s 3B Chang Tai Shan went 3-4 with 3 solid singles. No surprise as he is one of the top hitters in Taiwan and went .305/
15/60 this year. CF Chang Chien Ming was the hitter star with a 3-run homer and a single, but struck out 3 times (once for each
China pitcher).

A highlight of all the Bulls games during the tournament would prove to be their scantly clad cheerleaders doing the 7th inning
“Livin’ La Vida Loco” dance on top of the team’s dugout.  This was clearly not meant to be family entertainment!

Attendance was 2,643 for the Taiwan-China game, but all of the Marines games would be 18,000 to 30,000+ affairs with the
Chiba fans out in force and cheering for 9 innings each game.  Taiwan had several large fan tour groups in attendance with fans
in matching Taiwan baseball sweatshirts taking pictures as groups in front of the Tokyo Dome each game.

Game 2 – Samsung Lions versus Chiba Lotte Marines

It seemed that both teams decided they would be in the championship game as both held out their aces (Bae and Watanabe).
The Lions threw Martin Vargas (10-8, 5.06) and the Marines Hiroyuki Kobayashi (12-6,  3.30). Vargas had played in Japan for
the Chunichi Dragons with a 4.26 ERA before being cut and picked up by Samsung. He threw mostly fastballs (90%) for some
reason, and gave up 6 runs in 5 innings.

Konami CupKonami CupKonami CupKonami CupKonami Cup
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Kobayashi went 6 innings, giving up only 2 runs both in the 6th. His fastball was 85 mph, but he seemed to miss often with all
his other pitches, especially in the sixth.  The Lions began sitting on his fastball and converted 4 singles into 2 runs. Masahide
Kobayashi pitched the 9th and was impressive with a 90-91 fastball with a lot of movement.

The Lions started the year with Kwon Oh Joon closing (3-1/17 saves/2.29), but when he slumped, On Seung Hwan (10-1/16/
1.18) took over as closer and went on to win the rookie of the year award.  The Lions manager didn’t seem like he cared to win
this game as he brought Kwon in for 3 batters in the 8th (2 singles and 5-3) and Oh for 1 batter in the 9th (F9).  Perhaps it was
just for them to break the ice.

Marines catcher Tasuku Hashimoto DHed hitting a homer and triple off of Vargas and a clean-up reliever.

Attendance at this 6 p.m. game was 27, 305.

Game 3 – Samsung Lions versus the China Stars

When China started Lai Guojin who was listed as a coach, it seemed that something was wrong.  Several of the CBL teams
have complained that playing on the National Team injures their players.  When exploring why a coach not on the roster as a
play started the game (he was #2 in strikeouts in China this year though), it turned out that at least 4 of the pitchers that China
had brought (including Wang Nan) to Japan were injured or had sore arms.  Why they brought them made no sense as China
had a lot of other pro pitchers to choose from.

That said, Lai Guojin, went 5 innings (6 R 2 ER 10 H 6 BB) with a 83-85 mph fastball and a combination of curves and sinkers
that kept Korea off balance.  He ended up giving up 6, but it was clear he was left in too long as a sacrifice to China’s lack of
pitching. At the end of 3 ½ innings, it was 0-0 and looking like a good game.

China started an all right handed line-up versus Korean lefty Jun Byung Ho (6-5 4.39) and it was immediately clear why
Korean started Jun as all he threw were sinkers and curves. He shut them down for 5 innings with on 5 hits with 4 Ks, but China
scored 3 in an 8-3 losing effort.

China Catcher Wang Wei went 2 for 3 with a HPB and excelled defensively.  With one out and men on 2nd and 3rd, Wei picked
the runner off second with a great throw as all the runner on 3rd could do was watch. He also nailed another runner stealing 2nd

late in the game.

An 11a.m. start, the China-Korea game drew only 2,036.  Korea had thousands of fans at last nights game, but it appeared
most had spent the night partying in Tokyo and skipped this game.  Those in attendance were half asleep most of the game
including the Korea cheerleaders who sat dozing in their sweatsuits until the 6th inning.

Game 4 – Sinon Bulls versus the Chiba Lotte Marines

Bobby Valentine started all his regulars against an obviously weaker Taiwan team, so it looked as though this would be a high
scoring game. Right hander Naoyuki Shimizu (10-11 3.83) dominated for the Marines going 7 innings and giving up 4 hits and
1 run while striking out 10 (including 4 in a row).  The Taiwan hitters were all over matched. All Shimizu’s his pitches had
good movement and his cut fastball was 86-88 mph and mixed well with his forkball and slider.

Yang Chine Fu (2-1 5.93) went 5 innings and was 5 H 6 R 4 ER 6K 3 BB, but Taiwan’s defense wasn’t sharp.  In the Taiwan
Series they had 7 errors in 4 games.  In the Konami Cup their shortstop Chang Chia Hao didn’t seem to have the arm for short
or may have had a sore arm as his throws all seem to tail and sail.

Benny Agbayani homered twice for the Marine, with both homers were the result of poor pitching. DHing Matt Franco was 3-
3 with a BB.

CF Chang Chien Ming drove in Taiwan’s only run.  He also hit a 3 run shot against China and was the best Taiwan hitter so far.
3B Chang Tai Shen and 1B Hsu Kuo Long are two of the top hitters in Taiwan, but went 0 for 6 with 4 Ks.
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And at the end of 7 innings, the game stopped and the crowd was confused.  It took several minutes before an announcement
was made that with the score 12-1, the 10 run mercy rule had been called. Attendance was 18,911 for a 6 p.m. start.

Game 5 – China Stars versus Chiba Lotte Marines

After embarrassing Taiwan (a CPBL official stated that all the fans in Taiwan were “pissed” and echoing these sentiments on
their websites and blogs), Valentine only played regulars Matt Franco, Benny Agbayani and Hisao Heiuchi,  replacing the rest
of the starters with bench players who had played in a handful of games this year.  It showed as they made 4 errors and struggle
offensive.  It was clear the line-up was a concession to the weaker China team and Jim Lefebvre, the China manager and a
friend of Valentine’s. Lefebvre is also a former Lotte Orions player.

The result was an interesting game with China scoring in the top of the 1st and holding the Marines scoreless through 4 inning.
In the fifth, Agbayani hit a 3 run double, but that was all the scoring in the Marines 3-1 victory. The Marines starting to press
as the game went on given and if Agbayani hadn’t put Japan ahead, the Marine regulars would have started to appear soon.

Valentine started Tomohiro Kuroki (2-1 4.58) who had spent most of the last 4 years on the Chiba farm team with arm
problems after being their ace 1997-2001. He gave up 1 run in 3 innings with 3H and 4Ks.  Former Met Satoru Komiyama (0-
0 3.79) went 5 innings (3H 2K 0R) and with Masahide Kobayashi (2-2 29 saves 2.58) closing with 91-93 mph fastballs.

China started righty Zhang Li who had relieved in the first game.  The Shanghai Eagles ace, Chinese batters had only hit .172
against him in 2005. Against the second string Marines (plus Franco, Agbayani and Heiuchi) he went 4 1/3 innings giving up
3 runs on 3 hits with 2 walks.  His lack of velocity threw off the Marine hitters.  Side arming lefty Wang Jian Wang relieved for
4 2/3 innings with a sweeping fastball and curve. He went 4K 1H 2BB 0R.

China 3b Yang Guogang (2nd in RBIs in China) nailed Komiyama for a double off the wall (almost a homer) and ripped a liner
off of Kobayashi on a 90 mph fastball, but right at the second baseman. With men on 1st and 2nd with no outs in the 3rd, he also
lined off of the pitcher’s leg with the ball deflecting to the second baseman on the fly.  The 2nd baseman threw to first and who
then threw to the shortstop covering 2nd to complete 1-4-3-6 triple play killing China’s chance to increase its 1-0. Yang had the
hardest hit balls for China all series.

After 5 games it was clear that the plate calling at times was pretty bad with strikes sometimes called 6 inches off the plate.
Matt Franco struck out on a pitch that was clearly a ball and complained vehemently.

China 3B Hou Feng Lian went 6-12, but showed little power with all singles.  Pitcher Zhang Li 1 hit Japan for 4 innings before
giving up 3 runs and was the best Chinese pitcher in the tournament.

Attendance for a Saturday noon start was 26,564

Game 6 – Samung Lions versus Sinon Bulls

With the winner advancing to the finals versus the Marines, this game was important for both teams.  Going into the tournament,
Korea was the better team due to pitching depth, but Taiwan had a lot to show after the mercy rule game. Attendance was
announced as 6,340, but it seemed as though a larger crowd was in attendance for this 7 p.m. start.

Right Tim Harikkala (3-2 3.71) started for the Lions and mixed his pitches wellthrowing a no-hitter thru 4 innings.

Righty Osvaldo Martinez (12-7 3.72) started for the Bulls, but had no control and had to aim his pitches for strikes. In 2
innings, he walked 4 and with all of them scoring. Righty Jorge Cortez (3-1 2.96) then shutdown the Lions for 7 innings with
2H 1BB 0R.

Defensively, shortstop Chang Chia Hao continued to kill the Bulls.  Displaying a below average age, his throws continued to
sail and tail pulling the first baseman off the base twice for errors.  Luckily the first baseman made a swipe tag on another
throw or Chang would have had a three-error day.
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Samsung was up 4-0 after 4 innings and Taiwan looked dead, but in the 5th they converted 1BB 3H and a PB into 3 runs.
Harikkala went 5 innings 1BB 3H 3R and was replaced by former closer Kwon.

Then with Korea holding a 1 run lead in the 7th, they brought in their ace, Bae Young Soo (11-11 2.86) who they had held out
all series to pitch the championship game. All the Asian teams use starters as relievers when they need outs, so this was strange
but not usual. With a 91 fastball, he struck out 2 in an inning.

An Jin pitched the 8th and rookie of the year closer Oh Seung Hwan (10-1 16 saves 1.18) closed out the 9th with an 89 mph
fastball.

With their aces saved for the championship game, the Cup final should be a low scoring game if the defenses hold.

The Konami Cup standings at the end of round robin play were:
1. Chiba Lotte Marines 3-0
2. Samsung Lions 2-1
3. Sinon Bulls 1-2
4. China Stars 0-3

Championship Game – Samsung Lions versus Chiba Lotte Marines

With 37,038 fans in attendance, Chiba started all their regulars against Samsung as the 100,000,000 yen prize was on the line.
Marines righty ace Shunsuke Watanabe (15-4 2.17) faced the Lions righty ace Bae Young Soo (11-11 2.86).  Both had been
held out (except for Bae’s 1 inning in relief) all tournament as Japan and Korea apparently assumed they would reach the
finals over Taiwan and China.

Watanabe is a very different pitcher closely matching Carl Mays from the 1920’s.  He’s a submariner who pitches with his
knuckles almost scrapping the mound. 90% of his pitches were exactly 78 mph, but they rise from the dirt of the mound and
the breaking movement of all his pitches usually makes him had to hit. He went 6 innings 8H 1R 3K 2BB.

Bae hit the second batter of the game (3B Imae) after the lead off man doubled, and then got the Bobby Valentine treatment.
As Imae received medical attention at 1st, Valentine stood on the baseline between home and 1st staring at Bae for several
minutes.  Valentine walked 10 feet towards the dugout, and stopped to stare at Bae again for 20 seconds. He did this 3 times,
moving closer to the dugout each time, until he finally reached the dugout steps. Bae seemed shaken the rest of the game
giving up 5 in 5 innings. He had a lot of 3-2 counts and threw a lot of pitches for 5 innings. His fastball didn’t seem to have a
lot of movement, and Franco, Lee, and Satozaki hit bombs off him that were just foul.

Chiba was coasting 5-1 in the championship game until they put their closer Kobayashi in.  Korea then got 4 mostly lucky hits
up the middle before Kobayashi struck out the last batter with 2 runners on.  All three outs in the 9th were strikeouts with his
fastball 90-92 mph.

For Korea, Kwon pitched one inning striking out the side and Oh only faced 2 batters (BB and grounder to 1st). Defensively
Chiba SS Nishioka was spectacular all series and could play shortstop in majors. He was a catalyst as lead off hitter walking,
doubling, and tripling leading off 3 games and scored each time.

Agbayani was the star again today driving in 2.  He went 4-8 with 4 BB and 9 RBIs to be named MVP and win a Volkswagen
(why not a Japanese car, I’ll never know). Offensively Samsung had 13 hits and 11 LOB, but few of their hitters in the series
seemed to shine. Kim Han Soo was 7-17 as the Lions clean-up batter and was clearly their best hitter.

In the midst of the Konami Cup, rumors of Bobby Valentine leaving for the Dodgers or Devils Rays were in all the papers.  It
seemed very opportunistic that Valentine essentially had four days in a row as the hero of Japanese baseball with Konami.
About a week later he signed a new deal with the Lotte China Marines.
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Nippon Professional Baseball - 2006 Year in Review
by Michael Westbay, Japanese.com, Japan coordinator

The Pennant Races

It’s just hard to repeat lately.  The last time a team took two league pennants in a row in the Central League was the 1992-3
Yakult Swallows.  In the Pacific League it was the 1999-2000 Fukuoka Daiei Hawks.  While A-Class (top three teams in a
league) and B-Class (bottom three teams) have fluctuated in the Central League, the Tigers and Dragons have fought it out
over the past several years, while the Hawks and Lions have claimed two of the top three spots in the Pacific League since
1999.  Despite a lack of a repeat in either league, the pennant race in 2006 was an exciting one down to the wire.

In the Central League it was pretty much a two team race, the Chunichi Dragons challenging the Hanshin Tigers.  The Dragons
failed to repeat in 2005 mainly due to a complete breakdown in the inauguration of inter-league play in 2005.  Whereas the
Dragons were 15 and 21 in inter-league play in 2005, they made it through 2006 inter-league play with a 20-15 (1 tie) record,
just one win less than the Tigers.  Whereas the Dragons were unable to recover from their dismal inter-league performance in
2005, their 2006 performance kept them in contention.  But what really proved to be the difference was a 10-1 record against
the Tigers at Nagoya Dome, the only loss being the last match up between the teams in Nagoya on September 17.  While
taking 2 out of 3 at Nagoya Dome on the home stand from September 15-17 didn’t eliminate the Tigers, it did seem to kill the
Tigers’ spirit, something that taking two of the last three games at Koshien (September 29-30, October 12) couldn’t rekindle.

With a playoff system in the Pacific League, the pennant race is really a race for the top three slot.  The past two seasons we
saw a hard fought race for the third playoff spot, while the team that finished in second both years advanced to the Nippon
Series (and was arguably the best team).  In 2006, however, the distance between the top three teams down to the wire was
close to nothing.  Any of the Fighters, Lions, or Hawks could come away with the first place seed while the remaining B-Class
teams slowly faded away.

At the end of play on September 26, the standings stood like this:

W   L   T   W%    GB  GR
Fighters 81  54   0  .600        -      1
Lions 79  54   2  .594     1.0   1
Hawks 75  54   5  .581     3.0    2

The Hawks were already eliminated.  However, the possibilities for the Fighters and Lions on the last day were:

Nippon Ham               Seibu
W: .603 (1st)              W: .597 (1st or 2nd)
T: .600 (1st)                T:  .594 (2nd)
L: .596 (1st or 2nd)     L: .590 (2nd)

So it came down to the last game of the season, September 27, for both the Fighters and Lions.  In Sapporo Dome the Fighters
defeated the third place Hawks by a score of 4-1 a short time before the final at Seibu Invoice Dome where the Lions managed
to scrape by the Marines 4-3.  That gave the Fighters the first place seed in the Pacific League playoffs, all the more important
this year as regardless of the games separating the teams at the end of the season, the first place teams gets an automatic win
for Stage Two.  (This rule was changed after the previous two years the first place team needed a 5 game lead at the end of the
season over the team if faced in Stage Two for an automatic 1-win start.  Both years the second place team was 4.5 games out,
and both years the first place team lost in 5 games.  This is a huge advantage.
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2006 Pacific League Playoffs

So it’s into the playoffs we go.  The past two years of the playoff system showed the second place team to be most deserving
to represent the Pacific League in the Nippon Series.  So many favored the Seibu Lions going into this series.  When Daisuke
Matsuzaka defeated Hawk ace Kazumi Saitoh 1-0 in a pitching gem, it was string to look like history would repeat itself for
a third year in a row.  However, Softbank’s offense took hold and the Hawks took the next two game 11-3 and 6-1 to advance
to Stage 2 of the playoffs, where they’d failed to hold onto their first place spot the previous two years.

In his second year out of high school, the Fighters’ Yu Darvish managed to defeat fifth year regular Toshiya Sugiuchi 3-1.
Then, in perhaps the best pitchers duel of the year, Fighter rookie Tomoya Yagi defeated Kazumi Saitoh with a sayonara 1-0
victory.  Here’s a recap of that incredible bottom of the ninth:

Bottom of Ninth - Morimoto leads off the bottom of the ninth drawing a base on balls on four pitches. Morimoto is sacrificed
to second by Tanaka. The Hawks elect to walk Ogasawara intentionally in the hopes of turning a double play, or get a force out
on the lead runner. Saitoh gets Seguignol swinging on four pitches for the second out. So far, so good so far as the strategy is
concerned. However, Inaba follows this with a ground ball up the middle. This looks like it’s sure to get through to center, but
Nakazawa makes a tremendous diving stop on the ball, tosses the ball to second - NOT in time! Ogasawara beats the throw to
second! Morimoto is continuing around third and coming home. By the time the Hawks know what’s going on, it’s too late!
Morimoto slides into home well before the throw from second; sayonara!

Saitoh broke down after that and was carried off the field by a couple of teammates. Arguably the best pitcher in all of Japan
in 2006 and he lot two 1-0 games in the playoffs.

So the Nippon Ham Fighters go on to play the Chunichi Dragons in the Nippon Series.

Nippon Series

The two teams with the longest Nippon Series victory drought faced off in October to decide the best team in Japan for 2006.
The Chunichi Dragons (Central League), despite making it to the Nippon Series 4 times since 1988, last won the Japan
championship in 1954.  For the Hokkaido Nippon Ham Fighters’ franchise it was just their third appearance in the Nippon
Series, the last time being in 1981, with their only previous championship in 1962 as the Toei Flyers.

The Chunichi Dragons got off to a quick lead in the series, taking the first game 4-2 at Nagoya Dome.  Dragon ace Kenji
Kawakami pitched 8 strong innings, only really not in command of the game in the third inning where a pair of singles, a pair
of walks, and a pair of sacrifices (one bunt, one fly) allowed two runs.  Closer Hitoko Iwase came in for a 1-2-3 9th and the
Dragons were up 1 game to none.

However, that turned out to be it so far as the Dragons were concerned.  The Fighters took Game 2 by a score of 5-2, Game 3
by a score of 6-1 (after moving to Sapporo Dome), and Game 4 by a score of 3-0.

With over 42,000 fans filling Sapporo Dome for Game 5, Yu Darvish and Kenji Kawakami faced off again. Darvish was shaky
from the start, but came through when it counted.  With two Dragons on and 1 out in the second, he got the next two batters to
ground out, stranding two.  Darvish stranded two with two down in the third.  Back to back walks to the number 8 and 9 batters
in the fourth loaded the bases for the Dragons with two down, yet all they got out of that was a single run.  It also seemed to
have woken Darvish up, as the Dragons only had two more base runners the remainder of the game.  Darvish gave way to
Hideki Okajima with one out in the 8th, Okajima getting Masahiko Morino to ground into a double play.  And Micheal (that’s
the spelling) Nakamura shut down the final three Dragons on 10 pitches.
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The Fighters tied the game up in the fifth inning when Naoto Inada lead off with a double to center, catcher Shinya Tsuruoka
sacrificed him to third, and number nine batting shortstop Makoto Kaneko laid down a squeeze bunt back to Kawakami to
plate Inada.  Panamanian DH Fernando Seguignol hit a two run home run to left to take the lead in the sixth inning, and
Atsunori Inaba added an insurance home run to right in the eighth, putting the Fighters up 4-1.  That was more than enough of
a barrier for the struggling Dragon offense.  The Nippon Ham Fighters became the 2006 Japan champions.

Asian Series

In the first Asian Series, held at Tokyo Dome in November of 2005, Bobby Valentine’s Chiba Lotte Marines dominated the
Korean and Taiwanese champions as well as the Chinese all star team.  That was a lot to live up to for Trey Hillman’s
Hokkaido Nippon Ham Fighters.  The Fighters won all three games in the round robin tournament and took on the La New
Bears from Taiwan, who upset the returning Samsun Lions 3-2 in the decider on November 11.  Here’s how the round robin
looked:

N-Ham La New Samsun China W/ L
Nippon Ham (NPB) ——  2 - 1           7 - 1 6 - 1 3- 0
La New (CPBL)  1 - 2  ——          3 - 2 12 - 2 2- 1
Samsun (KBO)  1 - 7 3 - 2            —— 13 - 1 1-2
China (CBL)  1 - 6 2 - 12         1-13 —— 0-3

For the final on November 12, La New sent Wen-Hsiung Hsu to the mound to face Yu Darvish.  Hsu had thrown one shutout
inning against the Fighters in their 2-1 loss two days earlier.  Hsu held the NPB champions scoreless through six innings,
allowing just 3 hits and a walk while striking out 2.  Anthony Fiore came in in the seventh and immediately found himself in
a jam.  An error by third baseman Chih-Wei Shih allowed lead off batter Kuniyuki Kimoto to reach base.  After Kimoto was
sacrificed to second, Fiore let loose a wild pitch to allow the runner to reach third base.  Hideki Okajima then poked the ball
through to right and Kimoto scored.  One unearned run on one hit.  Fiore settled down and struck out the next two batters to
retire the side, but the damage was done.

Darvish wasn’t shown up, however.  In fact, he was Mr. K.  He struck out the first five batters he faced, then five more through
seven innings of work.  He allowed just one hit and two walks, the walk to lead off the eighth prompting Hillman-kantoku to
bring in Hisashi Takeda.  Takeda struck out the next batter then allowed a single before retiring La New on a double play ball
by second baseman Chih-Tsung Chiang.  Micheal Nakamura closed with a perfect ninth, striking out two of the three batters
he faced, and Nippon Ham takes the Asian Series with a perfect four wins.

The gap is quickly narrowing between the three major Asian baseball countries.  In a short series like this, any team could
come out on top, there are no guarantees.  The final was won on a single error and a wild pitch.

World Baseball Classic

And speaking of anything happening in a short series, Japan took the first World Baseball Classic despite numerous setbacks.

Japan was defeated by the Korean team 3-2 as former Chiba Lotte Marine and current Yomiuri Giant Seung-Yeop Lee’s two
run home run in the eighth turned the final game around in Round One of the WBC.  Round One looked like this:

Korea Japan Taiwan China W/L
Korea — 3-2 2-0 10-1 3-0
Japan 2-3 — 14-3 18-2 2-1
Taiwan 0-2 3-14 — 2 -3 1-2
China 3-12 2-18 1-10  — 0-3
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So it was Korea and Japan who advanced to Round Two.  And in Round Two, Korea proved to be the strongest force going.

Korea Japan  | USA Mexico W/L RS RA
Korea — 2 - 1 7 - 3 2 - 1 3 -0 11 5
Japan 1 - 2 — 3 - 4 6 - 1 1-2 10 7
USA 3 - 7 4 - 3 — 1 - 2 1-2 8 12
Mexico 1 - 2 1 - 6 2 - 1  — 1-2 4 8

The most notable thing about this pool in Round Two was not Mexico’s upset of Team USA, who many expected to take on
Cuba in the finals.  Nor was it the tie breaking rule that saw Japan finish over Team USA in the standing.  It was a call made
by an umpire in the Japan vs. USA game whereby a Japanese runner was called out after touching up and scoring.  Nobody in
the entire world watching this event, other than the umpire, thought that the runner left too early.  What many feared would turn
into an international incident, however, actually turned a lot of North American supporters into Japan fans.  There was an
outpouring of apologies to the Japanese from Americans who thought that the USA had won that game in an unsportsman like
manner.  In an age where many people are starting to feel that sportsmanship has been replaced by greed and a desire to win
by any means, it was absolutely incredible how many people felt that the single USA win was a hollow, undeserved victory.

Despite Japan moving on to the semi-final, they had now lost two games in a row to Korea, both to Lee who had spent the
previous two seasons playing in Japan.  Japan needed to do something about Korea to continue.

The Giants’ Koji Uehara took the mound for Japan, and he pitched 7 innings of 3 hit ball, striking out 8 and walking none.
Two of those eight strike outs were against Lee, Uehara also getting Lee to fly out to center.  Shutting down Lee proved to be
key as Uehara combined with Yasuhiko Yabuta and Akinori Ohtsuka to shutout Korea’s offense.

Offensively, Softbank’s Nobuhiko Matsunaka led off the 7th inning with a double to right.  One out later, Chunichi’s Kosuke
Fukudome hit a two run home run to right field, putting Japan up 2-0.  But they didn’t stop there.  Nippon Ham’s Michihiro
Ogasawara was hit by a pitch, then Lotte’s catcher Tomiya Satozaki doubled Ogasawara home.  With two down, a string of
three singles in a row from the top of the order made the score 5-0.  Yokohama’s Hitoshi Tamura hit a leadoff home run to
straight away center, the deepest part of Petco Park, in the top of the 8th to put Japan up 6-0, which was the final.

So, it was on to the final against Cuba.  While politics (baseball and governmental) often get in the way of international
baseball games between the U.S. and Cuba, Japan has been facing Cuba with a fair amount of frequency through the Baseball
World Cub put on by the IBAF (International BAseball Federation) and other IBAF tournaments.  It’s a shame that so many
in North America were calling the WBC the first Baseball World Cup when there actually is an event by that name put on by
a truly international body.  But I digress.

Japan jumped out to an early lead, scoring four runs in the first inning while batting around.  Seibu Lions’ Daisuke Matsuzaka
surrendered a lead-off home run in the bottom of the first to Pele, but pretty much shut down the Cuban offense thereafter,
striking ouit 5 and allowing just 4 hits through four innings of work.  Lotte’s submarine pitcher, Shunsuke Watanabe, took over
in the fifth with a 6-1 lead.  He pitched three innings, allowing two runs in the sixth on an error and a pair of hits sandwiching
a double.  Yabuta threw to two batters in the eighth, allowing a single and getting a fly out.  Then Ohtsuka came in and
immediately gave up a two run home run to Cepeda.  The Japanese lead was narrowed to just a single run, 6-5.  But Japan
batted around again in the ninth inning, scoring four more to make it 10-5.  A lead off double in the bottom of the ninth showed
that Cuba wasn’t done yet.  Pele drove in the 6th Cuban run one out later.  But Ohtsuka settled down and struck out the final
two batters, making Japan the first World Baseball Classic champions.
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Korean Playoffs
The four teams that made the playoffs were the Samsung Lions, the Hyundai Unicorns, the Hanhwah Eagles and the Kia
Tigers. In the first round, the Hanhwah Eagles defeated the fourth place Kia Tigers. In the second round, the Hanhwah
Eagles beat the Hyundai Unicorns after losing the first game and then sweeping the next three games.

Korean Series
The First Place Samsung Lions faced off against the third-place Hanhwah Eagles. Samsung won the first game by the score
of 4-0. Pitcher Bae Young-Soo (Samsung) pitched six shutout innings, giving up four hits and striking out six. In game two,
Hanhwah struck back with a 6-2 victory over Samsung to even the series 1-1. Game three was a thriller. Samsung picked up
a 4-3 win in extra innings in Daejeon Stadium, the Eagles’ home. Game four was another extra inning game. The game went
ten innings and the Samsung won once again by the score of 4-2. Game five would interest many Americans. In Korea,
even in the Championship Round of the league, if a game goes for fifteen innings, it ends in a tie. This happened in game
five of the Korean Series. Finally, the Samsung Lions closed the series out with a 3-2 victory over the Hanhwah Eagles at
Chamisil Stadium in Seoul, Korea, Korea’s capital. Samsung became the third team in Korean Baseball History to win
back-to-back championships.

Future Looks Bright In Korea
The battle for MVP and Rookie of the Year in Korea was an interesting one this year. Dae-Ho Lee (Lotte Giants), for the
first time in 22 years, took the triple crown for batting. Rookie of the Year pitcher Hyun-Jin Ryu (Hanhwah Eagles), would
take the pitching triple-crown, finishing first in wins, strikeouts, and ERA. When it came down to the vote for MVP, pitcher
Hyun-Jin Ryu won in a landslide, taking 47 of the 92 votes, while Dae-Ho Lee finished second, collecting only 35 of the
votes. This would mark the first time in 25 years of the Korean Baseball Organization that a rookie won both the Rookie of
the Year and Most Valuable Player Awards.

Korean Baseball Organization

2006 Final Standings (126 games)

Team Wins Losses Ties Games Behind Winning %
Samsung Lions 73 50 3 - .593
Hanhwah Eagles 67 57 2 6.5 .540
Hyundai Unicorns 70 55 1 4 .560
Kia Tigers 64 59 3 9 .520
Doosan Bears 63 60 3 10 .512
SK Wyverns 60 65 1 14 .480
Lotte Giants 50 73 3 23 .407
LG Twins 47 75 4 25.5 .385

Hitting

Player Team Runs Batted In
Lee, Dae-Ho Lotte Giants 88
Yang, June-Hyuk Samsung Lions 81
Chang, Sung-Ho Kia Tigers 79
Jose, Domingo Felix Lotte Giants 78
Davis, Jay Hanhwah Eagles 74
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Player Team Home Runs
Lee, Dae-Ho Lotte Giants 26
Jose, Domingo Felix Lotte Giants 22
Daivs, Jay Hanhwah Eagles 21
Lee, Bum-Ho Hanhwah Eagles 20
Lee, Do-Hyoung Hanhwah Eagles 19

Player Team Batting Average
Lee, Dae-Ho Lotte Giants .336
Lee, Teak-Keon Hyundai Unicorns .322
Lee, Yong-Kyu Kia Tigers .318
Chang, Sung-Ho Kia Tigers .306
Yang, June-Hyuk Samsung Lions .303

Pitching

Player Team Wins
Ryu, Hyun-Jin Hanhwah Eagles 18
Randle,David Doosan Bears 16
Moon, Dong-Hwan Hanhwah Eagles 16
Chun, June-Ho Hyundai Unicorns 14
Callaway, Mickey Hyundai Unicorns 14

Player Team Strikeouts
Ryu, Hyun-Jin Hanwah Eagles 204
Greisinger, Seth Kia Tigers 164
Rios, Daniel Doosan Bears 145
Randle, Matt Doosan Bears 142
Chang, Won-San Hyundai Unicorns 142

Player Team ERA
Ryu, Hyun-Jin Hanhwah Eagles 2.23
Brown, Jamie Samsung Lions 2.68
Son, Min-Han Lotte Giants 2.78
Lee, Hye-Chun Doosan Bears 2.79
Chang, Won-Sam Hyundai Bears 2.85

Awards

MVP Ryu, Hyun-Jin (Hanhwah Eagles), P
Rookie of the Year Ryu, Hyun Jin (Hanhwah Eagles), P
All-Star MVP- Hong, Sung-Heon (Doosan Bears), C
Korean Series MVP Park, Jin-Man (Samsung Lions), P
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by Jason Pan Contributing Writer (SABR Asia-Pacific Committee Coordinator for Taiwan)

Amazing turnaround for La New Bears to win first CPBL title

The 2006 season saw the La New Bears completed an amazing turnaround, from last to first, and finished the year by
winning the club’s first Taiwan CPBL championship title.  With a solid pitching staff and the best offensive line-up in the
league, the Kaohsiung City-based Bears club was the class of CPBL last year.

It was a remarkable accomplishment, considering in the three previous seasons (2003 to 2005), the team finished in last
place among CPBL’s six teams.  Now within a year’s time, the former cellar-dwellers made the big changeover and became
a formidable powerhouse club in Taiwan pro baseball.  They would finish on top of CPBL standing with a record of 62-34
(plus 4 draws), for a winning percentage of 0.646.

Early Lions Challenge

With the CPBL season starting on March 18, the Kaohsiung City-based La New Bears and the Tainan City-based President
Lions set the early pace with winning runs.  The Bears had assembled a powerful batting line-up and could outscore the
opposition on most nights.  While the Lions, going with the youth movement, had the emphasis more on pitching, defense,
and speed.

For the first half of 2006 season, it was a two-horse race between these two southern Taiwan teams.  In one of the highlights
of the year, the President Lions went on a tear during one stretch in May and June.  They won 17 games in a row to set a new
franchise and CPBL record.  But the La New Bears gained their share of victories, and would just edge out the Lions by 1/
2 game for the first half-season title.

Beware of Violent Bears

The CPBL second half-season commenced on June 30 with the La New team picking up where they left off.  By now, the
buzzword for fans and favored slogan at the ballpark was “Beware of Violent Bears”.  The big bats in the so-called “Violent
Bear Attack” gave plenty of run support for the pitching staff.  They would nail down the second half-season title with a 6-
game margin over the Chinatrust Whales.

Beset by mid-season departure of two foreign pitchers (Canadian LHP Eric Cyr and American LHP Bill Pulsipher) that left
holes in the rotation, the President Lions trailed off in the second half.  The Lions would still finish in the runner-up
position for the overall season (48-45, and 7 draws), but it was a distant second at 12.5 games behind the Bears.   For the
defending CPBL champions the Sinon Bulls, they were trying to catch-up all the way. The Bulls had their share of injury
problems, but still had enough talent and veteran experience to wound up in third place (48-49, and 3 draws).   The also-
rans, Macoto Cobras, Chinatrust Whales, Brother Elephants, finished in 4th, 5th, and 6th places respectively.
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For post-season play, it was the President Lions taking on the Sinon Bulls (2nd and 3rd finishers) for the first-round playoff
series.  The winner then face first place finisher the La New Bears in the “Taiwan Series” for the 2006 CPBL crown.

Build Success with Top Draft Picks

In re-building mode for past few seasons, the La New Bears management had done well with astute top draft picks.  They
ended the seasons from 2003 to 2005 seasons in last place, and had top picks for three years straight.  For the year-end draft
in 2003, they selected hard-hitting shortstop Lin (“Big Brother”) Chi-sheng.  In 2004, the Bears picked up Shi (“Little
Head”) Chi-wei, who is a reliable performer both on defense and offense.

Then for the 2005 year-end draft, the La New club would hit the jackpot with the biggest prize of all.   Chen Chin-feng, ex-
LA Dodger and Taiwan national squad standout became available for draft, when he decided to return home after his
release by the LA Dodgers organization.   Known as “Taiwanese Big Gun” for his winning home runs in international
tournaments, Chen wanted to play in the CPBL after seven years in the US (mostly with the Dodgers’ AAA Las Vegas 51s
club, but also had brief stints in the MLB with repeated call-ups by the Dodgers).  His return to Taiwan was greeted with
huge fanfare, with expectations of boosting interest and support for CPBL

Big Impact by Chen

The La New Bears signed Chen to a three-year contract for NT$ 10 million (about USD 320,000) per year.  It was the
biggest player salary ever in the 17-year history of CPBL.  Chen was already a fan favourite for being the first Taiwanese
baseballer in history to break into the MLB, and also for his superb performance when called up for duties for the national
team.

It was money well spent for the La New club.  The laconic Chen let his bat do most of the talking.  With the intense game
concentration and his reserved manners, he provided the leadership for the young Bears players to jell together as a team.
Gradually through more winning results, the La New ball club became among the top draws at the ballpark.

Taking up the clean-up spot, Chen in his DH role was at the heart of Bears’ batting line-up.  He did not disappoint the fans
with his production (.317 Avg, 81 RBIs, 24 HR, 62 Runs, 130 Hits), placing among the top leaders in most hitting categories.

Class of 2006 La New Bears

Besides Chen, the fearsome “Violent Bears Attack” line-up of 2006 also featured the 2003 top draft pick Lin Chi-sheng
(.291 Avg, 64 RBIs, 12 HR, 63 Runs, 108 Hits), 2004 top draft pick Shi Chi-wei (.312 Avg, 46 RBIs, 0 HR, 46 Runs, 53
Runs, 128 Hits), and all-star first baseman Pan “The Trumpet” Chung-wei .(.276 Avg, 46 RBIs, 8 HR, 44 Runs, 105 Hits).
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The La New pitching staff also contributed to the Bears’ title run.  Their three main starting pitchers had a great year: LHP
Wu Shi-yo, American RHP Kenneth Rayborn (with Japan’s Hiroshima Toyo Carp in 2005)., and rookie RHP Tsai Ying-
fong.  Together Wu (17-3, ERA 2.266), Rayborn (16-5, ERA 1.936), and Tsai (11-5, ERA 3.365) combined for 44 victories
– more than 70 percent of the team’s wins in 2006.

Two other foreign pitchers also provide much needed help.  They were Dominican RHP Ramon Morel (ex-Pittsburgh
Pirate and Hanshin Tiger), mainly in relief with 14 saves, and also had 2-1 record with 2.106 ERA in 29 game appearances,
and American RHP Anthony Fiore (ex-Minnesota Twins) who was a late addition in August and went 2-3 with ERA of
4.135 in 6 game starts.

Playoff and Championship “Taiwan Series”

In the first round playoff, the President Lions knocked off the defending champion Sinon Bulls in three straight games, by
scores of 8-4, 1-0, and 6-0.   The Lions advanced to meet the La New Bears for the “Taiwan Series” (starting on Oct. 21).
It was the first time for the CPBL championship finals to take place between ball clubs from the two major southern Taiwan
cities (Kaohsiung and Tainan).

Controversy in Game One

The La New Bears just edged out the Lions 4-3 in the 11th inning to take Game One of “Taiwan Series”.  Bear second
baseman Shi Chi-wei stroked the game-winning RBI-single with bases loaded in the bottom of 11th to break the 3-3 tie.
However, the game will be well remembered for its high drama and controversy.

The Lions had the bats and momentum going as they led 3-1 heading into the 5th inning. With a man on, Lions’ Dominican
third baseman Tilson Brito (ex-Toronto Blue Jay) smashed a towering shot over the left foul pole.  Watching the ball sailing
out of the ballpark, Brito started to trot around the bases, as he and Lions team celebrated the 2-run homer.  Unfortunately,
the left field umpire called it foul, much to the distress of Lions team and their fans.

Lions’ Japanese team manager Ohashi Yukata and other coaches dashed out to protest the call, and had to be restrained by
players and officials.  The umpired conferred to discuss over the decision, and eventually upheld the foul call.  The game
was stopped for more than 10 minutes as Lions supporters threw objects down the field to vent their anger.  Television
replays showed the ball flew right over the foul pole, and the call could have gone either way.  Later, new camera angle
shots revealed the ball might have just been fair, and the 2-run home run would have counted.

The Lions team and their supporters maintained they were robbed.  To this day, they still complained about the “Vanished
Home Run”, and that Lions would have the 5-1 lead at that point and should have won Game One.
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Bears Sweep in Four Straight

In Game Two, it was another tight affair featuring more late rallies by the resilient La New Bears for one more comeback
victory.  Behind 3-5 in the 8th frame but have runners on bases, shortstop Lin Chi-sheng ripped a two-run RBI-double down
the line to level the score at 5-5.  Then in their last turn at-bat in the bottom of 9th, with a runner on, catcher Chen Fong-min
hit the game-winning RBI-single for the 6-5 triumph.   For Game Three, the Bears scored five early runs and coasted home
for the 5-2 victory.

Then they would sweep the Lions in Game Four, with DH Chen Chin-feng blasting a two-run homer in the key hit of the
contest for the 7-3 win.   Dominican closer Ramon Morel struck out the last Lion batter to clinch the 2006 “Taiwan Series”,
as players from the Bears team pour on to the field to celebrate the franchise’s first CPBL championship crown.   With a
.385 hitting average (also 2 steals and 3 RBIs) in the four-games, Chen Chin-feng was selected as the “Taiwan Series”
MVP.

Making Noise at Asia Series

As champions of Taiwan’s CPBL, the La New Bears headed to Tokyo in the first week of November for the Konami Cup
Asia Series.  In the previous year, Taiwanese fans suffered big let downs (as Sinon Bulls lost to the KBO’s Samsung Lions
4-3, and were blown out 12-1 in 7-innings by NPB champions Chiba Lotte Marines), but many were expecting much better
performances from the La New Bears’ big bats this time.

The “Violent Bears Attack” was in abundant display against China in the opener.  DH Chen Chin-feng belted two monster
homers: a grand-slam (the first in Asia Series) in the 5th inning and a 2-run shot in the 8th to blow out the China Stars.
Catcher Chen Fong-min also added a 2-run dinger to complete the 12-2 rout.

Close One-Run Results

In their second game against Hokkaido Nippon-Ham Fighters, the Bears led 1-0 late into the game (on a solo homer by
outfielder Tzeng Hao-ju in the fifth frame).  The NPB champions would come back with two runs in the 8th to edge out the
Bears 2-1 for the final score.

With the results at that point, the next contest against KBO’s Samsung Lions was crucial.  The winner would advance to the
final against the Nippon-Ham Fighters.  The Korean and Taiwanese champions battled it out in a dramatic encounter.  Both
sides scored two runs in the 4th inning to make it 2-2.  Then Bears shortstop Lin Chi-sheng broke the deadlock with a solo
homer in the 6th frame for the winning margin, as they edged the Samsung Lions 3-2.

Bears settle for Konami Cup Second Place

For the Konami Cup final, it was a pitching duel going down the wire.  Both starters, Bears’ Hsu Wen-hsiung and Nippon-
Ham’s Yu Darvish, were outstanding.  They matched each other through six scoreless innings.  It was in the 7th frame when
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Bears’ sent up American pitcher Anthony Fiore to replace Hsu that Japanese champions made their breakthrough.   Catcher
Tsuruoka Shinya hit a single to bring home Kimoto Kuniyuki from third base for the only run of the game.  The Hokkaido
Nippon-Ham Fighters thus won the Konami Cup Asia Series with the barest of margin 1-0 to take the Asia championship
title for 2006.

For fans in Taiwan, they also celebrated the La New Bears’ excellent showing with the second-place finish.  They trounced
China Stars, and defeated the South Korean champions.  The Bears only narrowly lost on one-run scores to the Nippon-
Ham Fighters.  It was seen by supporters back home that the CPBL titlist had done well and can be proud for reaching the
final in the 2006 Asia Series.

International Tournament – From Low to High

On the international front, the burden was always on Taiwan national squad players to make it at least into the medal round
in the major baseball tournaments.   For the World Baseball Classic, the Taiwan national team was composed a mix of
select CPBL stars and players based overseas (mostly in Japan NPB, and U.S. MLB clubs and their minor league teams).

Team Taiwan went to Tokyo for the WBC Pool A games (Asia Round) in March.  The national squad as expected, had an
easy time against China with a 12-3 victory in the opener.  However, it would go down hill from there, as Team Taiwan were
clobbered by Japan 14-3 in the next outing.  In the 3rd game, they were blanked 2-0 by South Korea.  With all-star pro
players participating, Japan and South Korea advanced to the WBC finals in the U.S.  The results in Asia Round were seen
demonstrating the wide gap in the playing levels, with Taiwan’s CPBL in the second tiers far behind the better organized
KBO and NPB.

Third Place at Intercontinental Cup

Taiwan hosted the 16th IBAF Intercontinental Cup Tournament in November.   Eight national teams took part in this
tourney, aside from the host, the field included Cuba, Japan, South Korea, the Netherlands, Australia, Italy, and Philippines.
Team Taiwan did not start out well, suffering an embarrassing defeat by Italy (13-3) and edged by Japan (4-3). Then they
gave fans something to cheer with a 4-2 win over Australia, then an important victory 9-7 over South Korea.  It was
followed by a 4-2 loss to the Netherlands, and then an easy 14-0 whitewash win over the Philippines.  Team Taiwan was
looking to crash out and not making the medal rounds at that point.  In the crucial final contest in the round-robin, the
national squad prevailed a narrow 4-3 triumph against the defending champions Cuba.   Combined with other fortuitous
results, Team Taiwan just barely made it into the medal round’s Final Four.

For the semi-final game, they would face Cuba again.  This time the Caribbean Islanders would not be denied, as they
defeated Taiwan 5-4.  Cuba would go on to win their 10th Intercontinental Cup title with a 6-3 victory in extra-innings over
the Netherlands.  For the consolation final, Team Taiwan blanked Japan 4-0 for the 3rd place finish.  Local baseball fans
were happy to accept the result, especially with the national squad managing to defeat Japan and South Korea.  However,
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it must be pointed out that both Japan and South Korea did not send their all-star squads, but came with a mixture of
youngsters and players from semi-professional teams.

Baseball at Doha Asian Games

The year ended on a high note as the national sports federation decided aim for the baseball gold medal at the 15th Asian
Games in Doha (Nov. 28 – Dec. 15).  Thus a strong national squad was called upon with CPBL selections and overseas
players, including Dodgers lefty fireballer Kuo Hong-chi.

As always, only Japan and South Korea stood in the way for Taiwan in Asia international baseball.  Therefore the MLB
pitcher Kuo was used in the first game against the Koreans.  Team Taiwan got the result they needed by doubling up on
South Korea 4-2.  Then they steamrolled over Thailand 16-0 in shortened 5 innings of play.  The next contest was a
surprise, as the Taiwan national squad had a difficult time, but managed a 4-2 win over China.   Then they trounced the
Philippines 15-0, also in shortened 5 innings of play.

Gold Medal Celebration

For the decisive Gold Medal final, it was an exciting see-saw battle between Taiwan and Japan, with sports fans in rapt
attention on this game.   The lead went back and forth in a memorable showdown between two Asian rivals.  Japan was
ahead 5-2 going into the bottom of 7th inning.  Taiwan exploded for 4 runs on 5 hits to go in front 6-5 at the end of 7th

frame.  Japan grabbed the lead again at 7-6 on a 2-run homer in their next turn at-bat.  Then heading into the bottom of 9th,
Team Taiwan was behind by one.

In a memorable comeback, the national squad rallied to drive in two runs for the 8-7 victory.  Up against Japanese reliever
Takasaki Kentaro, it would be the La New Bears big hitters providing the clutch hits in the 9th inning.  The leadoff batter
walked, and one out later, clean-up man Chen Chin-feng doubled to the right side to put runners on second and third.
Then La New Bears shortstop Lin Chi-sheng slapped a single to center field to bring in both runs to clinch the win.

Team Taiwan players celebrated wildly for a famous gold medal victory in Doha.  There were also much cheering and
jubilation by fans back home, hailing the players as national heroes.  It was the best showing in baseball for Taiwan at the
Asian Games.  However, Japan and South Korea did not field full strength teams, but sent mostly non-professionals and
young players for this Doha Asian Games.  Without much good news of late for Taiwan baseball, it was still a worthy
result for fan to celebrate and wrap up the 2006 season on a high note.

Table 1: CPBL 2006 Season Final Standings  (Total 300 games, each team playing 100 contests)

 Win Loss Draw Winning Percentage Games Back

La New Bears    62  34  4     0.646  —
President Lions    48  45  7     0.516 12.5
Sinon Bulls    48  49  3     0.495 14.5
Macoto Cobras    48  50  2     0.490 15
Chinatrust Whales  42  51  7     0.452 18.5
Brother Elephants  40  59  1     0.404 23.5

* Note: Tie game results are allowed in CPBL, due to local city bylaws against late night noise and crowd gathering.
Contests will not go further past 12-innings, or if already played for more than 4 hours.  Scores tied at that point are
counted as draws.
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We were not able to compile Chinese baseball news in time for this issue. We will have a full report
finished in time for the next issue of the Asian Baseball Newsletter.
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Asian Committee Member PrAsian Committee Member PrAsian Committee Member PrAsian Committee Member PrAsian Committee Member Profilesofilesofilesofilesofiles
compiled by Rob Fitts

In the last issue of the newsletter, I requested that members send me their research profiles including their: 1- name; 2-
contact info; 3- languages spoken and read; 4- research interests; and 5 publications on baseball.  Here are the results of
that request (arranged in alphabetical order):

1- name:  Merle Branner
2- contact info: merleab@mac.com
3- languages spoken and read: English
4- research interests:  Japanese Baseball Cards & U.S. Tours
5- publications on baseball:  Web master

1- name: Robert Fitts, committee chairman
2- contact info:  asianbaseball@mindspring.com  212-828-6678 (New York, NY)
3- languages spoken and read: English
4- research interests: History of Japanese Baseball, Major League tours of Japan, Wally Yonamine
5- publications on baseball:  Books- Remembering Japanese Baseball: An Oral History of the Game (SIU 1995); Wally
Yonamine: The Man who Changed Japanese Baseball (Nebraska 2008); Numerous articles and papers

1- name:  John Gilmore
2 – contact info:  johnfgilmore@comcast.net
3- languages spoken and read:  English
4- research interests:  Japanese Baseball International
5- publications on baseball:  One in 1990.

1- name:  John B.  Holway
2- contact info:  jholway@cox.net
3- languages spoken and read:   Nihongo sukoshi, Chungwo hua you yidyar,
Francais un peur, English still learning
4- research interests:  everything
5- publications on baseball:  many

1- name: Kevin Johnson
2- contact info: kjokbaseball@yahoo.com
3 - languages spoken and read:  English, French (read only)
4- research interests:  Japanese Leagues Statistics and Ballparks
5- publications on baseball:  Contributor to Total Baseball and ESPN Baseball Encyclopedia.

1- name: Scott Morgan/ Mao Shigao
2- contact info:  ScottMorgan37@aol.co,m
3 - languages spoken and read:  English, French, Putonghua, minor Spanish.
4- research interests:  Various.  19th Century baseball, Chinese baseball.  Taiwanese baseball.  Less so: Japan, since it’s
pretty much covered, but still interests me.  The ’34 Project (if only to debunk Moe Berg), maybe.
5- publications on baseball:  Republicans?  Hmm, Bush fronted once for the Rangers... I’m a NY Independence Party State
Committeman...  Oh, Publications?  Well: Village Voice, Prairie Sun, Prairie Fire, AJ, Shanghai/Beijing samizdat, stuff I
forget, etc.

1- name: Rod Nelson, Research Services Manager
2- contact info: Society for American Baseball Research; 812 Huron Road East, #719, Cleveland, OH  44115, (216) 575-
0500, www.sabr.org
3 - languages spoken and read:  English only
4- research interests:  Baseball, all areas
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5- publications on baseball:  Fact checking - various SABR pubs

1- name:  Gene Newman   
2- contact info:  belinyoh@charter.net; 608 Wilderness Road, Pelham, AL 35124
USA, 205-663-5431
3- languages spoken and read:  Chinese Mandarin, Japanese, Burmese, Spanish
4- research interests:  baseball statistics
5- publications on baseball:  anything!

1- name:  Nelson S. Okino
2- contact info:  Nsokino@sbcglobal.net
3- languages spoken and read:  No foreign language background
4- research interests:  Hawaii sports-related topics
5- publications on baseball:  No publications, except for short articles on Hawaii-related baseball.

1- name: Jay Roberts
2- contact info:  Jaybird926@aol.com
3- languages spoken and read:  English, a little French and Spanish, my wife speaks a little Chinese.
4- research interests:  NY/SF Giants
5- publications on baseball:  My blog is Jay’s Giants Blog jay.typepad.com

1- name:  Joseph A. Reaves
2- contact info:  jar3@cox.net
3- languages spoken and read:  English, Spanish, some Tagalog
4- research interests:  Asian baseball, particularly China.
5- publications on baseball:  National baseball writer The Arizona Republic 2005-present ... Chicago Cubs beat writer for
the Chicago Tribune 1992,1994, 1995 ... Chicago White Sox beat writer for the Chicago Tribune 1993 ... Author of:
“Warsaw to Wrigley: A foreign correspondents tale of coming home from Communism to the Cubs” (1997) (Finalist for the
Casey Award for Best Baseball Book of the Year) ... ”Taking in a Game: A history of baseball in Asia” (2002) (winner of
the 2001 Jerry Malloy Book Award from the University of Nebraska Press and SABR; also winner of the The Sporting
News-SABR 2002 Research Award) ... and author of chapters on China and Korea in the collection “Baseball Without
Borders: the international pastime” edited by George Gmelch (2006) ... “Silk Gowns and Gold Gloves: The forgotten
history of Chinese Bat Ball” published in Nine: A Journal of Baseball History and Social Policy Perspectives, Vol. 7, No.
2, Spring 1999, The Canadian Scholars Press, Inc.. 

1- name:  Nolan Reichl
2- contact info:  604-36 South Washington Square #1513, Philadelphia, PA  19106-4118;
nolanreichl@yahoo.com
3- languages spoken and read:  I have some, but not much, facility, with French.
4- research interests:  I have no particular research interests within Japanese Baseball but I do want to learn all that I can.
 5- publications on baseball:  My only “publication” on baseball is my presentation to SABR36 entitled, “MLB’s Regulation
of Player-Agents.”

1- name: Alberto Rondon, known in baseball circles as “Tito Rondon”.
2- contact info:  E-mail is: titorondon2002@yahoo.com; Address:  Tito Rondon,
9033 SW 123 Ct., Unit 102-9, Miami, FL 33186; Tel.: (305) 412 0688
3- languages spoken and read:  English and Spanish (can read or understand some
French and Italian).
4- research interests:  Baseball History; I witnessed the first international competition away from Asia for Japan, Korea and
Taiwan, and many international events. I have many international stats, especially 1972-1978 and 1991-2002. I knew Mr.
Eeichiro Yamamoto in person. I witnessed many international happenings and events.
5- publications on baseball:  I have written for SABR, plus many newspapers and magazines in the United States, Nicaragua,
Colombia and many other countries; I was a Spanish language broadcaster for the Los Angeles Dodgers in 1990; I broadcast
the 1977 World Series in Spanish for all Central America; at present I am on XM Radio in Spanish six days a week (channel
147).
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1- name:  Matt Smith
2- contact info:  matthew.v.smith@asu.edu or mattvsmith@yahoo.com, (480) 370-0591
3- languages spoken and read:  Korean and Chinese (albeit rusty)
4- research interests:  Interested in trying to come up with a Major League Equivalent equation for KBO.
5- publications on baseball:  No publications on baseball.

1- name:  David Snyder, committee vice-chair; editor-in-chief, newletter
2- contact info:  snyderd@cortland.edu; 102 South Main Street, Homer, NY 13077; (607) 753-5504
3- languages spoken and read:  English and spoken Japanese
4- research interests:  The business of professional baseball in Japan; antitrust law and baseball
5- publications on baseball:  Several in process.

1- name: Robert Whiting
2- contact info:  rwhiting@gol.com
3- languages spoken and read:  Japanese
4- research interests:  Meiji Era
5- publications on baseball:  You Gotta Have Wa, Meaning of Ichiro, C&B, Slugging It Out in Japan
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